Infection control in the dental setting is a fundamental topic in terms of patient safety and regulatory compliance. However, in a European context, it is very difficult to have a consensus across the member states as each country has its own directives.

This is where the Association for European Safety & Infection Control in Dentistry (AESIC) comes in. Recently established, AESIC is a European organisation for information on infection prevention, infection control and hygiene within dentistry. The AESIC mission statement is to be the leading European source of information on safety, infection prevention and infection control for everyone involved in dentistry across Europe.

Even though the organisation is still in its infancy, it is bringing together the leading minds in the arena of infection control to campaign for consensus in infection control policy across the European member states. One such mind is Mikael Zimmerman, one of the foremost academics behind quality assurance in Swedish dentistry. He is the author of more than 50 papers on cross infection control and has on several occasions been an advisor to the Swedish Foreign Ministry on hygiene and infection control. Mikael has also worked as advisor to the Swedish Armed Forces in the development of the new Medical Care System to be used by The Nordic Battle Group.

Speaking to Dental Tribune about the founding of AESIC, Mikael was very pleased with how the organisation was shaping up. “We have been talking about the need for a European organisation to focus on infection control for several years – we have been meeting together and work with each other to contribute towards the best practice for infection control.”

“Eliminating risk
Kathy Porter describes common cross infection threats in a dental setting

Battle strategy
Richard Maguire discusses the importance of minimising instances of cross infection

Implementing IC systems
Elise Gibson looks at creating a completely decontaminated environment in the surgery

It is a common issue for all of us and at the centre of it is the patient. All of us should be working together to get everything as safe and as good as we can for the patient.”

To get the association off the ground, AESIC has eight founding members from dental industry:
- Durr Dental AG
- Henry Schein
- Hu-Friedy Manufacturing BV
- Nitram Dental a/s
- SefCan GmbH
- Schülke +"-
- Smile-On Ltd
- W&H Buerermmos GmbH

With this in place, it has allowed AESIC to find other partners as well as being the recruitment process for members. To help with this all of the eight founding members will receive a specific number of free member-ship places to distribute to customers, partners and anyone who could both benefit from and participate to the organisation.

Mikael told DT about the various events and means of communication AESIC is setting up for members: “We have established our website – www.aesic.eu. Our plan for that is that it will be the number one resource for information and advice for infection control for everyone involved in dentistry across Europe.

“We have also established an e-newsletter – it’s still in its very early stages, but we have had good feedback from subscribers so we know we are going in the right direction.”

Mikael added: “The most important thing though this year is the meet-ing in November: we are planning on top of meeting to establish a board and formulate a constitution that we will run a one-day conference with a clinically-orientated topic for one half and a more industrial aspect for the other half of the day. Of course both of them will focus on getting very good for the patient. We will try to bring in key opinion leaders and discuss what is the state of the art in infection control and where do we need to go further?”

To find out more about AESIC and to become a member, go to www.aesic.eu.
Simple Ideas for eliminating the risk of cross-infection

Kathy Porter, Senior Dental Nurse (Decontamination) at Birmingham Dental Hospital, describes the common cross infection threats faced by everyone in the dental practice and “Best Practice” for eliminating them.

Hands - probably the most important vector for the transmission of infection between patients and the practice’s team members.

Indirect contact - via an intermediate carrier (eg crawling or flying insects or an inanimate object) which has become contaminated with infected organisms.

Inhalation - whereby pathogenic microorganisms are exhaled or discharged into the atmosphere by an infected person and then inhaled by another person (eg the common cold).

Direct contact - when one person infects another person by direct person-to-person contact (eg chicken pox).

Ingestion - when microorganisms capable of infecting the gastro-intestinal tract are ingested (eg “common” stomach bugs).

What are these risks?

Virtually every day, each individual is exposed to countless millions of microorganisms which are entirely safe and present no threat to anyone. However, there are also a multitude of pathogenic microorganisms, which can cause infections, also circulating in the population. These microorganisms can be transferred from one individual to another in a variety of ways. The most likely routes within the dental practice environment are:

The Chain of Infection

The Chain of Infection was first described by Starr and Clayton-Kent in 2004. It consists of the source of the infection, the mode by which it is spread, the person at risk and any potential points of entry. The easiest way to break this chain is by interrupting the mode by which it is spread.

Because hands represent the most important vector for the transmission of infection between patients and members of the practice team, the single most effective way to prevent the spread of pathogenic microorganisms within any clinical environment is effective hand washing.

This should be performed for at least two minutes when entering and leaving the clinical area, between patients, after visiting the toilet, when changing gloves and whenever one’s hands are visibly soiled. Alcohol gels can be used on visibly clean hands, but if insufficient they can cause a build up. Therefore, they should never be used solely, as an alternative to effective hand washing with soap and water, and it is never acceptable to wash or gel gloves with a view to reusing them. Gloves should always be replaced in between patients.

Best Practice for hard surfaces

Ideally, all basic decontamination processes for small items of equipment etc should take place away from any other activities, preferably in two dedicated decontamination rooms with a clearly defined route from dirty to clean. This is not possible for larger items of equipment, fixtures and furnishings however. Therefore, wherever possible, any work surfaces and equipment should be impermeable and easily cleanable. The work surfaces and floor coverings should be continuous, non-slip and ideally seamless. Whichever possible, carpets should be avoided within any clinical or associated areas. Goving should be used between the floors and walls to prevent any dust and dirt accumulating in corners and crevices, with any unavoidable joins welded or sealed shut.

A thorough and effective cleaning protocol can be easily based upon utilising simple techniques employing disposable cloths moistened with either clean water or a suitable alcohol-based or alcohol-free disinfectant. Alcohol-free wipes are available compared with the monium Chlorides and Ethanol) and are available for use on many of these items, but they should not be considered or used in place of implementing a thorough and regular cleaning protocol. Therefore, in between patients they should still be removed and the underlying surfaces cleaned.

The main areas and items of equipment to be cleaned after each session include taps, drainage points, splashbacks, cupboards doors and sinks. While items of furniture that need to be cleaned regularly include windows blinds, door handles, incidental chairs and furniture.

Hard surface disinfectants

Nowadays, more environmentally friendly materials (eg Ammonium Chlorides and Ethanol) are available compared with the unpleasant smelling and aggressive chemicals (glu...
Ammonium Chlorides are effective against HBV, HIV, HCV, BVDV, vaccinia, bacteria and fungicidal microorganisms within one minute. Ethanol is extremely effective against pathogens (including HBV, HIV, HCV, BVDV, vaccinia, bacteria and fungicidal microorganisms) which are all deactivated within 50 seconds. It also facilitates efficient Tuberculocidal and Hospital prophylaxis within one minute too. Both can be used in practice life. This training must be accurately documented, along with the practice infection control policy, and made available for external audit upon request. Both the policy and the training must be updated and reviewed regularly, at least once a year, and these reviews documented too. Correct implementation of these protocols should also be monitored regularly to ensure that standards are maintained throughout the practice. This should involve undertaking audits and assessments which should be retained for inspection if requested. All of these audits should be carried out in compliance with appropriate local PCT policies.
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Cleaning up

One way of making sure infection control procedures are carried out properly is to delegate the management of the process to a company dedicated to providing a guaranteed decontamination service. Ken Turley explains.

Infection control is an essential element of any modern dental practice. It is also part of the duty of care; there is a legal obligation to ensure that when a patient consents to dental treatment they receive a standard of care that puts them above any reasonable risk of contamination.

As practice managers will be aware, staff have a statutory duty of care to ensure that all instruments and equipment are safe for use, have undergone a thorough process of cleaning/disinfection, sterilisation and storage, and that any instrument is free from contamination from blood or other body fluids.

The practice’s infection control policy, which all staff should be familiarised with and guided by at all times, forms the basis of a training and reference guide for staff, particularly during their inductions. There should also be a nominated lead member of staff responsible for infection control and decontamination. If the practice has yet to draft their Infection Control policy, it is advised to consult with an expert provider of decontamination services who can help formulate the document correctly.

Follow the rules

Within the policy, the correct procedure for decontamination of instruments should be recorded. There is the need for a clearly defined cycle that ensures reusable items are rendered safe for further use and for staff to handle: this method of reprocessing is detailed in the HTM 01-05 document. It is essential that there is a systematic approach to this process by having clear ‘dirty’ and ‘clean’ zones in the surgery to avoid the cross contamination of used instruments with clean ones.

HTM 01-05 states that, wherever possible, disposable items should be used. Single use items will be clearly marked as such, and reusing such items can seriously affect their safety, performance and effectiveness. Instruments that are difficult to clean, such as matrix bands, saliva ejectors, aspirator tips and three-in-one tips should be considered for replacement by single-use items if appropriate.

Where single-use items are not practical, instruments and appliances must be processed using the correct procedure. This is the only way of ensuring the equipment is free of any possible contamination and therefore safe to use.

The decontamination process

Any instrument contaminated with blood or saliva must be completely cleaned before it can be sterilised. Manual cleaning is considered to be unsuitable, primarily because of the lack of reproducibility of the conditions. There is, however, still the need for manual inspection after the decontamination process has been completed, to ensure the instruments have been successfully reprocessed.

Washer disinfectors are considered to be the best solution to the cleaning process because they offer a validated, controlled and efficient process of cleaning instruments compared with manual cleaning and most ultrasonic baths. These machines are fully automated and provide a reproducible and validated cycle of cleaning and disinfection.

Always consult with a reputable manufacturer on type, requirement, installation etc to ensure you have the right machine and that you and your team fully understand how to gain the most from their use.

Careful loading of the instrument is required, as incorrect loading will inhibit the machine’s ability to clean effectively:

• Do not overload instrument carriers or overlap instruments.

Open instrument hinges and joints fully. Attach instruments that require irrigation to the irrigation system correctly, ensuring filters are in place if required. The sterilisation process can only take place once the instruments have been successfully disinfected. A record needs to be kept of the temperature (optimally 134° 137°C) and pressure achieved during the cycle and modern machines will do so automatically; there is one solution to storing data, with a wireless data logger that can be connected directly to the practice’s computer system.

• For dentistry, the two standard types of autoclaves are Type N (non-vacuum) and Type B (vacuum). There is one UK manufacturer who has developed a “hybrid” B and N steriliser, giving practices greater flexibility in their decontamination options.

Safe storage

Once satisfied that the instrument has been successfully cleaned, storing it safely is vital in preventing the recontamination by pathogens. This is an area of instrument decontamination that must be rigorously controlled and a dedicated storage area, separate from the clinical area, is required to meet ‘best practice’ standards. There needs to be a clear rotation system of ‘first-in first-out’ so instruments are used within the time limit stated in HTM 01-05.

Using trays covered with lids is a practical way for storing and transporting instruments, while pouches are useful for instruments that are used less frequently. By organising instruments into treatment bundles, it is possible for the surgery to identify the cost of decontamination for specific services. This could become a useful method of business cost diagnostics.

The reprocessing of instruments is an integral part of the decontamination procedures of a surgery. Naturally, the new regulations that apply to dentistry will entail a greater burden of administration upon an already busy management team. One solution is to delegate the manage-ment of the process to a company dedicated to providing a guaranteed decontamination service to the practice that covers all aspects, from supplies to surgery design.
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